
unmindful of the fact that field investigations of malaria
have been actively and extensively pursued by the Public
Health Service since 1912, and demonstrations in the control
of malaria have been carried on by the service on an increas¬
ing scale until in 1918 the expenditures of the Public Health
Service for demonstrations in the control of malaria were in
the neighborhood of $1,000,000.
In view of the fact, therefore, that the control of malaria

must in this country be a function of official and govern¬
mental rather than of unofficial and private agencies, and that
this editorial not only ignores the extensive work of the
Public Health Service, but implies that malaria control of
the future, far from being a government matter is to be con¬
ducted by private and unofficial agencies, such as the Inter¬
national Health Board, I cannot but deprecate this publica¬
tion at a time when the federal Public Health Service
requires the fullest support for the necessary increase of its
work. Furthermore, the whole tone of the editorial appar¬
ently concedes the futility of handling these problems by
governmental agencies, and tends to create the impression
that such important national health problems must be left
to the unofficial and private agencies of the country to solve.
In conclusion, I may say that while at present in sparsely

settled districts it may not be practicable for local communi¬
ties to undertake measures for malaria eradication, the expe¬
rience of the Public Health Service has shown that, far from
being impracticable to induce communities to bear the expense
of this work, it is becoming easier all the time; and further¬
more the government now has pending before Congress a

proposal to buy farm homes for soldiers by utilizing certain
areas formerly uninhabitable because of malarial conditions,
and to make these habitable and economically productive by
the extensive use of malaria control measures which will be
undertaken by the Public Health Service.

Rupert Blue, Surgeon-General.

ADMINISTRATION OF ARSPHENAMIN
To the Editor:\p=m-\Inhis recent communication the director

of the Hygienic Laboratory, after detailing what he con-
siders the most important points\p=m-\adequatedilution and slow-
ness of administration\p=m-\concludes:"Any physician who fails
to observe these precautions should be considered as directly
responsible for serious results that follow the improper use
of this drug."
This statement, if unchallenged, may prove embarrassing

to those physicians whose method of administration differs
from that advocated. For the past eighteen months, both in
private practice and in the out-clinic work at Touro Infirmary,
I have abandoned the large dilutions and the gravity method
of giving arsphenamin for the syringe and concentrated solu-
tions. During this period, I have given, or supervised the
giving of, approximately 2,000 injections of arsphenamin by
the latter method. Our routine practice is to dissolve 0.6 gm.
of the drug in 20 c.c. of freshly distilled water. The average
dose given to an adult man of normal weight is 0.5 gm. and
to a woman, 0.4 gm. In fresb infections, especially before
the onset of a positive Wassermann test, we commonly give
0.6 gm. to the man and 0.5 gm. to the woman, repeating this
dose weekly for three doses, and then give at least two more
injections at longer intervals, with mercury and iodids in
some form between and following the later injections.
Not merely once, but hundreds of times, I have injected

0.6 gm. arsphenamin in 20 c.c. of water in from twenty to
thirty seconds without the slightest unpleasant results, either
immediate or delayed. The slowness of the injection, on
which Dr. McCoy lays so much stress, may be of importance
when a large quantity of fluid is being introduced, but when
the quantity is as small as 20 c.c, rapidity of injection is
not significant. Our patients, except a few high-strung per¬
sons, are hardly aware that they have taken medication.
Even the so-called "nitroid crises" are unusual when the
syringe method is used. Since we have been using this
method, we have seen less of other complications. We have
had no fatalities, only one case of severe nephritis, now

entirely well, but one case of jaundice, and four cases of
toxic dermatitis preceded by hyperpyrexia. In our series of
2,000 injections, the results will compare favorably with those
of other clinics, no matter what method of administration is
followed.
The syringe method and concentrated solutions of arsphen-

amin, because of greater simplicity of administration and
saving of time involved, is the method of choice in a busy
clinic. It is at least as safe as the technic advocated by
Dr. McCoy.
At present I rarely use neo-arsphenamin either in clinic

or office practice. While I have had experience with all of
the preparations of arsphenamin available, I routinely use
that put out by the Dermatological Laboratory of the Phila¬
delphia Polyclinic. The fact that we dissolve this prepara¬
tion in boiling water without hesitation, and that our results
have been uniformly good with it, has made us disinclined
to change.

Success in the administration of arsphenamin depends
chiefly on the following points : first, the selection of a
reliable preparation ; second, the use of freshly distilled,
boiled water, both for dissolving the arsphenamin and for
the sodium hydroxid solution ; third, care in selecting the
patient and adjusting dosage and frequency of repetition.

A. Nelken, M.D., New Orleans.

FAS EST ET AB HOSTE DOCERI
To the Editor:\p=m-\I note with surprise, not to say indigna-

tion, that in recent issues of The Journal abstracts from
the Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, Berlin, have
appeared. I wonder what the views of The Journal's
readers are regarding this untimely recognition of German
medical science? Is it possible we are so in need of our
enemies' Kultur that we must have it while a state of war still
exists between Germany and the United States? Have we
as a profession so soon forgotten the refined barbarities,
worked out with such patience and success in the laboratories
of German scientists and by their dictation and direction so
relentlessly carried out by their ignorant tools, the personnel
of their armies? Poison gas, liquid fire, ablation of the
breasts of women as a token and a warning that they have
been ravaged by those who knew themselves to be infected
with loathsome diseases \p=m-\the whole long list of inhuman,
almost unmentionable acts \p=m-\these were not thought out by
the German war lords, however much they gloried in them.
They were the direct products of German chemists, German
sanitarians, German doctors.
With thousands of our boys still standing their watch on

the Rhine, with thousands still in military hospitals recover¬
ing as far as they may from the wounds of an absolutely
unjustifiable war, with those other thousands, hurried to
untimely graves on foreign soil, do we ever want more of
German science? Can we so soon forget these facts and
give aid to the only too apparent renaissance of German
propaganda by according its science a place in our national
medical journal?
We know how we have been humbugged by purchasing at

exorbitant prices literal ship-loads of worthless coal-tar
derivatives because they were heralded by the paid testi¬
monials of Herr Professor This, That and the Other. We
know the "Made in Germany" stamp put on hundreds of
really meritorious discoveries stolen or elaborated from the
work of English, French, American and other workers.
These facts alone should be enough to make us a bit waryof German science.
But with this deluge of blood scarce staunched, it seems

to me most unfitting—nay worse—to give the.slightest recog¬nition to German medicine. They are still belligerent. They
are absolutely unrepentant, still snorting fire and consider¬
ing themselves· undefeated supermen. Even their peacedelegates are haughty, overbearing, ungracious—pigs.Many think the peace terms too easy. The worst punish¬
ment rests with the people. Germans crave publicity. Theylive and thrive on the reputation of their products carefullybuilt up by this publicity. Ignore them ! Condemn them to
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